Cyber Threats
and
Data Protection

Cyber Threats and Data Protection today
Landscape today: Skimmers vs. Scrapers
Skimmers

Scrapers

Skimmers, hardware and
other physical methods
rely on manual retrieval
and dispersal methods,
limiting the number of
potential victims.

Criminals inject RAM Scraper
malware to create POS botnets,
compromising multiple POS
networks.
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Malware growth…frightening
Malware (malicious software) is any software used to disrupt computer operation,
gather sensitive information, or gain access to private computer systems.
Year-over-year growth from 2011 to 2013 is over 300%.*

*
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Malware everywhere…what we see
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Small businesses and security
Top four most common misconceptions

Misconception
“I don’t need it.”
“I’m not liable.”

Reality

Even though 90% of all data breaches target
small merchants, many business owners don’t
put much thought into their day-to-day security.1
If a breach were to happen, you could very well
be liable for the costs.

“Nothing has happened yet.”

The likelihood of a data breach is greater than
you may think, and the consequences can be
catastrophic.

“I’m already protected.”

Your current payment processing may not fully
protect your payment data from the moment a
card is swiped.

1. Trustwave SpiderLabs, Trustwave Global Security Report 2012
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From the industry experts
“Organizations should prioritize the strong security
principles found in PCI Standards, and maintain a multilayered security approach that involves people, process
and technology working together to protect consumers.”
Stephen W. Orfei, Incoming General Manager of the PCI Security
Standards Council
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How can we help?
Introducing the expanded TransArmor® Solution

A state-of-the-art multi-layered
security and compliance solution
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The First Data approach
Features

Compliance

Fraud Prevention

A step-by-step, self-guided approach to help small and mid-size
merchants complete the SAQ
Fraud reduction technology that can help protect
merchants against losses from accepting counterfeit and
lost or stolen payment cards at the point-of-sale

Anti-malware

POS malware detection tools, designed specifically for
payments

Data Security

Powerful payment card security that combines encryption with
random number tokenization
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The First Data approach
• Make it virtually impossible for cyber criminals to steal card data.*

Protect
Your Customer

• Comprehensively monitor the security of your POS system.
• Be equipped to accept new EMV chip-based cards.*
• Assess your compliance levels with a fast and easy questionnaire.

Maintain
Compliance

• Receive alerts about possible tampering of your POS systems
• Be equipped to accept new EMV chip-based cards.*

Minimize Your
Liabilities

Get Expert
Guidance

• In the unlikely event of a data breach, get a liability waiver of up to
$100,000 for association cost and fines.**

• Have a dedicated specialist to call for security questions or concerns.

**

May not apply to all client accounts
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Protect your business from every angle
Protect Your
Customer

Data protection:
The latest encryption and tokenization technology that protects cardholder data
from the moment a card is swiped in a merchant’s payment system*

POS software monitor:
Downloadable software that monitors and protects point-of-sale systems
• File Integrity Monitoring

• Unauthorized Device Monitoring

• Anti-Virus Software

• Security Configuration Monitoring

• PAN & PII Data Scanning

• Security Health Check

• POS Scanning

• Trusted Commerce Seal

POS hardware monitor:
Solution that helps monitor terminals for possible tampering.

EMV® enablement:
EMV® chip card payment acceptance to help prevent fraudulent care use as part
of overall security protection.*
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Protect your business from every angle
Maintain
Compliance

PCI Rapid Comply® solution:
A simple, online Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance questionnaire wizard
that makes becoming compliant faster and easier.

Security score:
An at-a-glance benchmark for data security and risk reduction.
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Minimize Your
Liabilities

Liability waiver:

Get Expert
Guidance

Support experts:

Up to $100,000 for card association costs in the event of a data breach.1

An additional level of client service expertise to address security questions or
concerns

May not apply to all client accounts
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Why TransArmor Solution
• Multi-layered state-of-the-art security and compliance solution
• Protects all kinds of payment options…even mobile payments
• The world’s most used payment security product

For more information please contact us Toll Free 800.423.4046
Office 305.477.5617 - Fax 305.591.4255
Email: info@tecnicasystems.com I www.tecnicasystems.com
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